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Abstract 

Background.  

There has been much debate on whether or not Web 2.0 applications have a role to play in the 

modern library and to what extent. In this context so-called social networking applications are 

referred to as Library 2.0 and they have divided opinion throughout the profession as to their 

applicability and worth within public libraries. A few interested parties have conducted their own 

research into this area but there are very few peer-reviewed studies as yet. Preliminary research 

suggested UK public libraries are not engaging with Library 2.0. 

Aims.  

This research aimed to discover the level of engagement of UK public libraries with Library 2.0.  

Blogging was the application that was studied in order to narrow the focus of the research to a scope 

that was achievable given the time constraints, thus as many UK public library blogs as possible were 

sought. Further to this, this research aimed to discover the attitudes and behaviours of public 

librarians towards the use of Library 2.0 in their libraries. 

Methods.  

A literature review was conducted relating to the uptake of Library 2.0 in public libraries, including 

finding examples of uptake, attitudes and behaviours towards Library 2.0 and other related general 

research.UK public library blogs were sought and content analysis performed on them to investigate 

their purpose and success. Finally a survey was devised and sent to all the UK public library 

authorities as well as many other recipients in the public library sector. 

Results. 

The literature suggested that public libraries are lagging behind other sectors in engagement with 

Library 2.0, and blogging specifically; very few peer-reviewed studies have been conducted to date. 

There is a move towards deriving and utilising standardised methods for blog evaluation to 

determine success. Twenty UK public library blogs were found, 13 still active, 6 inactive and 1 

defunct. 498 people responded to the survey and a wide range of attitudes and behaviours were 

discovered. 

Conclusions.  

This study has identified early adopters of blogging in UK public libraries. In taking blogs as a 

microcosm of the wider Library 2.0 milieu this study has identified several emerging trends that may 

warrant further study regarding the lack of uptake of Library 2.0; these include technological barriers 

presented by IT departments and wider organisational culture; apathy of library staff, lack of 

engagement; a feeling that social networking has no relevance to what a library should be doing; a 

lack of time to devote to content creation; and use of other methods of communication deemed 

more appropriate.  

(410 words) 
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1.  Introduction 

 

There has been much debate on whether or not Web 2.0 applications have a role to play in 

the modern library and to what extent. So-called social networking applications have 

divided opinion throughout the profession, indeed the OCLC survey of the opinions of both 

the public and librarians (2007) found that  US library directors “do not see a role for social 

networking in libraries” questioning its applicability to the service the library provides to its 

patrons. Rutherford (2008a) discovered that very little peer-reviewed literature on the 

subject is available. There are plenty of opinion pieces coming down on one side of the 

fence or the other (e.g. Stephens, 2006a and Maxymuk, 2008), discussion papers (e.g. 

Shachaf, 2007/2008) and articles containing advice for the setting up of blogs (e.g. Singh & 

Shahid, 2006) but very little research has been conducted to discover if such applications 

are being used in libraries, in what way and with what measure of success. What work has 

been done has certainly not been focussed on public libraries, Rutherford (2008a) being the 

first to look specifically at that sector.  

 

The seemingly exponential growth in the number of interactive applications and platforms 

now available on the Internet means that public libraries can communicate with their 

patrons in previously unanticipated ways. There now exists the potential to reach users in 

their homes and workplaces and to both discover what they want from their public library 

service and to let them know all the services that are already available to them. This has 

implications for: recruiting new users, designing and redesigning services to make them 

user-centred, and meaningful communication with existing users. In the wider world these 

technologies provide opportunities for advocacy, letting the public and the media know 

that there is a professional and effective public library service in the United Kingdom. The 

Chartered Institute for Library and Information Professionals (CILIP) has identified advocacy 

as a priority activity for the whole profession (Snowley, 2007), highlighting the fact that 

libraries have never been very good at promoting their own worth. In the current climate of 

budget cutting (Byrne, 2007) the public library service has to have demonstrable 

community value, engaging existing, new and potential users via the Internet can 

contribute to this proof of value at virtually no financial cost; just the investment of some 

staff time to developing and maintaining a meaningful dialogue through a medium whose 
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use is increasing across most, if not all, demographics (ONS, 2007 and Pew Internet & 

American Life Project, 2005) could be a very smart move on the part of the public library 

service. The government initiative, Framework for the Future, calls for public libraries to 

engage the community in “digital citizenship”, “to use digital technologies to promote 

community and learning” (DCMS, 2003: 34). This document also points out the role the 

Internet has in the libraries’ reader development activities and calls on public libraries to 

not just digitise existing content, but also to generate new content. 

 

  1.1 Background 

 

There is a wealth of so-called Web 2.0 applications available for use by the library, thus 

within this context they are referred to as Library 2.0. The literature credits the coining of 

this term to Michael Casey in 2005 (Stephens in Casey & Savastinuk, 2007) and it has since 

been widely adopted as a meme1 that captures the philosophies and practicalities of 

adopting new technologies in order to provide the best possible library service to its users.  

 

Within Library 2.0 there are so-called social networking applications aplenty but the one 

that seems to have been one of the greatest drivers of change and development is the 

weblog, or “blog” (Stephens in Casey & Savastinuk, 2007). The history of the blog has been 

recorded elsewhere (not least on Wikipedia) and can easily be found by any reader, for 

completeness this will be revisited below in the literature review, suffice to say here that a 

blog is generally accepted to be an online  journal arranged in reverse chronological order 

(most recent entry first) (e.g. Farkas, 2007). The blog may well also contain links to other 

blogs or websites that the author deems to be interesting and/or useful. Many blogs are 

deeply personal explorations of the life and times of an individual but this format can also 

be used by an institution to provide timely information about the services it provides. Used 

in conjunction with RSS, readers can keep up-to date with new blog entries without even 

having to visit the blog (Bradley, 2007). 

 

However, preliminary research suggests that public libraries in the United Kingdom are not 

engaging with Library 2.0, in particular social software, in any great numbers especially in 

                                                           
1
 A meme “is a postulated unit or element of cultural ideas, symbols or practices, and is transmitted 

from one mind to another through speech, gestures, rituals, or other imitable phenomena” 
(Wikipedia, 2009?). 
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comparison with the public libraries in USA. A simple search using Google reveals many US 

public library blogs, for example, whilst the same search yields no English equivalents. 

Some services are getting involved, for example Grimsby Public Library is on MySpace and 

North Lincolnshire Libraries have just launched a blog, but these seem to be the exception. 

Farkas (2007) provides many examples of public libraries in the USA who have been 

blogging for some years; the most notable example is the Waterboro Public Library in 

Maine that has been producing a blog since 2002.  

 

1.2 Aims 

 

This research aims to discover the level of engagement of UK public libraries with Library 

2.0.  Blogging will be the application that is studied in order to narrow the focus of the 

research to a scope that is achievable given the time constraints, thus as many UK public 

library blogs as possible will be sought. Further to this, this research aims to discover the 

attitudes and behaviours of public librarians towards the use of Library 2.0 in their libraries. 

Librarians who work in libraries that do have a blog and those who work in libraries that do 

not will be approached in order to make comparisons to explore the reasons for the 

differing levels of engagement. 

 

There are lots of librarians who produce a personal blog but they have not been examined 

in this study, I have focussed on blogs that are produced by the public library as an 

institution. 

 

1.3  Objectives 

 

These aims will be met by addressing the following objectives: 

1. To review the literature relating to the uptake of Library 2.0 in public libraries, including 

finding examples of uptake, attitudes and behaviours towards Library 2.0 and other 

related general research. 

2. To find as many examples of UK public library blogs as possible. 

3. To perform content analysis on these blogs in order to investigate the purposes of the 

blogs. 
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4. What are the attitudes and behaviours of public librarians with regards to Library 2.0? 

What are the possible explanations as to why so many UK public libraries are not 

engaging with Library 2.0. 

5. Do public libraries have clear objectives in having a web presence and have they 

developed policies to govern this? 

6. Are existing public library blogs considered successful by their libraries? What methods, 

if any, are those libraries using to evaluate the impact of their blogs? 

  

2. Literature review 

 

The explosion in the number of blogs and bloggers is not confined to the library world – the 

so-called “biblioblogosphere” – but it is its use in this context that this study will focus on. 

Much literature on the general blogosphere has been written with a slant on the business 

applications that have proved to be popular and successful (e.g. Scoble & Israel, 2006 and 

Weinberger, 2007); also due to the technological aspects inherent in blogging there is much 

to found on the subject within the various information technology fields of study (e.g. 

Efimova & Grudin, 2007) This literature review will draw from these outside disciplines 

where it is deemed relevant to the research at hand but its primary focus will be on the 

world where libraries and blogs collide, the biblioblogosphere.  

 

The focus of this research is on the public library and its use of the blog as a communication 

tool but where examples of other types of libraries’ blogging is deemed relevant and can 

inform this research, that too will be drawn on. The literature review has been grouped into 

headed sections that broadly represent the array of published matter on the subject of 

Library 2.0 and blogs, however many examples have a foot in more than one camp and so 

although they have been placed under one heading, they may well inform on another; 

grouping is done for the convenience of the reader.  

 

2.1 (We)blogs – definitions 

 

Originally known as web logs, then weblogs and now as blogs, blogging began in the late 

1990s as a way of publishing simple online journals (Jones & Alony, 2008). Blogs have 
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evolved organically into a versatile means of self or corporate expression, engaging people 

in collaborative communication. They are a proliferating medium exhibiting exponential 

growth and covering every topic imaginable (Technorati, cited in Jones & Alony, 2008). 

 

Stephens (2006b) writes in his introduction to blogs regarding those features of a website 

that lead to it being categorised as a blog, as does Farkas (2007) who describes those 

features all or some of which are characteristic of blogs: 

 Chronologically-organised and dated entries, the most recent post being the first 

visible 

 Presence of permalinks – a distinct URL for each post allowing for links to specific 

posts to be posted on other blogs or websites 

 Contains links to other web content 

 Post can be tagged allowing user to browse by subject 

 Allows for an RSS feed to update readers on new content 

 Archive function arranges older posts in chronological order which allows for ease 

of navigation 

There may also be more features such as a “blogroll” which provides links to those blogs 

that are read by the author, a profile to give information about the author and also 

comments by blog readers. 

 

Blood (2002) defines a weblog as a “coffeehouse conversation in text, with references as 

required” (2002: 1). She asserts that weblogs are “native to the Web” (2002: 9) in that they 

can be updated and visited regularly and with relative ease by non-experts. Early bloggers 

were web designers, she states, but the medium has now become more democratic. The 

beauty of the blog as an information source according to blog comes from its following 

qualities:  

 filters information and provides context by linking to other relevant information 

sources 

 promotes media literacy 

 provides alternate points of view and encourages evaluation 

 invites participation 

 create self-awareness as the author begins to reflect as they write 

Something that makes blogs easier to keep up with for the reader is having an RSS feed 

subscription option on the blog. By consensus, RSS is accepted to be an acronym for either 
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Really Simple Syndication or Rich Site Summary (Holvoet, 2006). What it means in practice 

is that as “information seekers push for faster and faster publishing models...each 

progressive model shortened the time from content creation to publication” (Holvoet, 

2006: 32) the interested reader need not spend time looking for new content, it can be 

pushed directly to him. Bradley describes RSS as “the glue that holds a lot of Web 2.0 

resources together” (2007: 11); put simply it allows the time-poor web surfer to get new 

content from websites of interest without having to visit them all in turn, instead new 

content is pulled from these sites by a feed-reader and collected for browsing in one 

“place” or single website. This feed-reader can be part of an email software package, such 

as Microsoft Outlook 2007, or an online aggregator such as Bloglines (strapline: “It’s the 

same Internet minus the clutter”). For Clyde (2004a) the use of RSS shows a blog author’s 

commitment to the blog as an effective communication medium, it enhances its visibility 

and increases its chances of being read regularly.  

 

2.2 Libraries, librarians and blogs - The Biblioblogosphere under study 

 

In her oft-cited, key pilot study Clyde (2004a) identified 55 library blogs and studied them 

using content analysis techniques. She found library blogs in just three countries: USA, 

Canada and UK with the majority (n=46) being found in the USA. She found that public and 

academic libraries were more likely to have a blog than other types of libraries and that 

their main aims were to provide useful information and links for users. However, she found 

that none of these blogs mentioned in their profile the intended role of promoting the 

library with the blog, in fact only half of these blogs carried a link to the library’s homepage. 

She also found that the majority of these blogs had established one-way communication 

only. 

 

Maxymuk (2005) dips his toe into the emerging biblioblogosphere to take a sampling of 

library blogs’ content and goals to determine their usefulness to librarianship. He finds a 

wide range of blog types, from the humorous, light-hearted and even “off-color” (2005: 44) 

to the more serious blogs that keep track of developments in particular fields of 

librarianship. This is a discussion piece rather than a piece of empirical research but the 

author does conclude that blogs are a good way of disseminating up-to-date information to 

a wide audience, “Libraries are wise to be involved in this activity.” (2005: 45). 
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Farkas (2005) conducted a survey of the biblioblogosphere to determine why librarians blog 

and what their attitudes and behaviours were. She also looked at the demographics of both 

the blogs and the bloggers.  She repeated her survey with some changes in 2007. She again 

found that the majority of library bloggers are to be found in North America (83% of her 

respondents) and very few were to be found in the UK and Western Europe (6% of her 

respondents). Many of her respondents produced personal blogs relevant to the profession 

rather than official library blogs but this survey is one of the few that have been published 

and so is examined here and used to inform my methodology (see below). Farkas (2007b) 

found that the primary reason cited by library bloggers for blogging was to share ideas with 

others. This cooperative and sharing attitude seems to underpin why Hane (2001, cited in 

Clyde, 2004a: 183) said that “blogs are a natural for librarians.”  

 

Bar-Ilan (2007) continued where Clyde’s earlier study left off. In February 2005 Bar-Ilan 

found 470 library and information science blogs compared to 157 in December 2003 – a 

growth of 299% in just 14 months. She found that blogs are used to disseminate up-to-date 

information between library professionals and the public. She also found that they are 

being regarded as a marketing tool for library events and resources. Bar-Ilan examined the 

nature of the biblioblogosphere and differentiated between librarians’ blogs and libraries 

blogs, finding that the former were used to disseminate professional and general 

information while the latter were used for announcements.  

 

Lee & Bates conducted an empirical study with the bold ambition of “mapping the Irish 

biblioblogosphere” (2007: 648). They found that more librarians read blogs than produce 

them and that they were not widely regarded as a primary information resource. They 

concluded that interest in blogs is growing but that their uptake will be determined by the 

interest on the part of the librarian in engaging with them and by the perceived and actual 

needs of the library users.  

 

Kajewski (2007) looks at how emerging technologies and applications can enhance and 

improve service delivery in public libraries, specifically in Australia. She cites a 2006 

unpublished study by Watson & Harper that claims that 22% of public libraries in Australia 

use blogs to communicate with clients! She discusses the need for public libraries to fully 

engage with these emerging technologies, listing blogs as being one of these, in order to 

remain relevant to their public, specifically younger library users. She concludes her 
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findings by stating that “in order to address the information needs of clients and espeicailly 

future patrons, libraries must take the responsibility to understand and adopt the new and 

inexpensive technologies available” (2007: 428). 

 

Rutherford (2008a) conducted a small study of US and New Zealand libraries and librarians 

to look at what issues are involved in the adoption of social software by public libraries. A 

key point raised by Rutherford (and also Booth, 2007, see below) is the gap in the literature 

as regards empirical studies on the use and effects of social software by public libraries. As 

can be seen from the sampling explored below, there is a wealth of opinion pieces, articles 

on how to construct a blog, how to use blogs and extolling blogs’ theoretical worth. 

Rutherford’s study is one of the first steps towards gathering empirical data in order to 

monitor what is happening in the biblioblogosphere and what its effects are. She looked at 

what types of social software are used by public libraries and found that “blogs were the 

most popular social software tool (2008a: 184). She cites Clyde (2004a; as above) and 

concurs that the use of the blog by public libraries was mostly a one-way communication 

tool. Rutherford used content analysis of her data to reveal important themes in the 

adoption of social software and identified these as being: type of social software, 

acceptance of social software, training on social software versus users being self-taught, 

learning curve of use and human resources constraints. She concluded that “library staff 

acceptance of social software was the most crucial success factor” for its use (2008a: 186). 

Rutherford’s research objectives and methodologies will be explored in greater detail in 

Section 3: Methodology, below.  

 

Rutherford moves on from her primary conclusions to provide concrete examples of the 

successful use of social software in public libraries and concludes that her research 

respondents believe that “implementing social software in their libraries would help them 

fulfil their mission and goals for the library service” (2008b: 421). What is of particular 

interest was the finding that the librarians felt that this was not necessarily a new idea, 

rather a new way of fulfilling existing roles.  

 

2.3 Classifying blogs 

 

A prolific advocate for the use of blogs in libraries is Michael Stephens who feels that 

librarians should embrace social software in order to remain relevant to their users; his 
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advice for how to begin implementing Library 2.0 is “start with a library blog,” (2006a: 7). 

He makes the case for blogs being a way to create dynamic, searchable web pages without 

the need for using HTML or requiring financial outlay (2006b). There are many attempts to 

categorise and describe blogs in the literature, the following is a useful way to begin 

content analysis on blogs under study and will be deployed in the methodology described 

below: 

 

Type of library blog Description 

Library news  All the news that’s fit to blog. A catch-all of 

many other types of blog really. 

Marketing & promotions  Announces and promotes activities and 

programming 

Materials/resources Highlights parts of library’s collection e.g. 

DVD, audio books etc. 

Service-oriented Devoted to a particular library service e.g 

lending, reference etc. 

Project-specific Chronicles a project e.g. new building 

User-specific Focus on a user group e.g. reading group, 

teens etc. 

Association & organisation Focus on association such as Friends of the 

Library 

Conference Dedicated to a particular conference or 

meeting 

Internal  Devoted to internal communications, may 

be invisible outside the intranet 

Librarian By, for and/or about librarians, libraries 

and/or librarianship. 

Table 1. Types of library blogs, drawn from Stephens (2006b). 

Bar-Ilan (2007) does not break blogs down into discrete categories as Stephens has done 

(see above), she places them on a continuum thus: 
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Herring et al. (2005) proposed the notion of the blog as a bridging genre, bridging the gap 

between HMTL websites and CMC (computer-mediated communication) such as 

newsgroups and chat forums, in that very little technical knowledge is needed to create a 

blog but there is the opportunity, when using existing platforms such as Blogger or 

WordPress, to create a much more sophisticated website than purely text-based sites. They 

cite Krishnamurthy’s proposed classification of blogs according to its position on two 

continua thus: 

 

 

Figure 2 Continua of blog types, drawn from Krishnamurthy (2002) cited in Herring et al. (2005). 

Examples of each quadrant are: 

 I – online diary 

 II – support group 

 III – enhanced column 

 IV – collaborative content 

Using this model, a public library blog would generally be placed in quadrant IV. Herring et 

al. adapted this model to describe a continuum between HTML documents and CMC thus: 

I II 

III IV 

Figure 1  Continuum of library blog types, drawn from Bar-Ilan (2007). 

Topic-oriented Personal 

Personal 

Community Individual 
 

Topical 

I II 

III IV 
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The left side of the continuum represents HTML documents such as homepages that are 

infrequently updated and are an asymmetrical broadcast media (i.e. one-way 

communication). In the centre are blogs that are frequently updated, text-predominant and 

are asymmetrical exchanges of information (i.e. the author puts out the majority of the 

content but readers can comment). At the far right are websites such as chatroom and 

newsgroups that are constantly updated, are text only and are symmetrical exchanges (all 

readers contribute and account for 100% of content). This model was derived before the 

explosion onto the Internet that is Facebook which is difficult to fit into this continuum as 

there is a large amount of graphical information mediated by HTML but the vast majority of 

content is user-generated. 

 

Lee and Bates (2007) used a classification scheme derived from an earlier works by Herring 

et al. (2004, 2005) that may be the most helpful model for the purposes of this study. Blogs 

are categorised thus: 

 

1. Filter – mostly a selection of hyperlinks gathered together in one place. 

2. Journal – chronologically recorded events and reflections thereon. 

3. Knowledge-log (k-log) – a store of topic-related knowledge, often harvested from 

the tacit knowledge of individuals contributing and used as an online reference 

source. 

4. Mixed weblog – a catch-all. Any combination of any of the above. 

 

Bar-Ilan proposed that these filter blogs, although not necessarily containing information 

that cannot be found elsewhere on the Web, nevertheless gather it all together in one 

“place” in a concentrated and filtered format, and as such can be regarded as “one-stop 

Community 
blogs 

Online 
journals 

CMC HTML Blogs 

Figure 3 Continuum of blogs in relation to rest of Internet, drawn from Herring et al. (2005). 
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information kiosks or information hubs” (2005: 305). These secondary or tertiary 

information sources can be very useful for the time-poor reader.  

 

2.4 Organisational culture 

 

The public library exists within the hierarchy of the civil service and is firmly entrenched in a 

role culture; as such it is slow to respond to change (Handy, 1993). Sen found this reflected 

in the responses of librarians to her surveys and interviews: “There is an inbred culture of 

not changing” “*one of+ the biggest issues as a workforce is cultural change.” “If you try to 

change the service there is an absolute outcry.” (2006; 213). Farkas (2007c) emphasises the 

need for the shift in organisational culture to one that embraces change in order to engage 

with Library 2.0, “most libraries do not embrace a culture of learning where all staff 

members are encouraged to learn and play with new tools as part of their job,” (2007c; 7). 

This agrees with the assertions of Shih and Allen who expressed concern that librarians are 

losing pace with the changes in ICT and its use and adoption by digital natives, the 

generation that has grown up using the “latest, fastest, coolest, greatest, newest electronic 

technologies on the planet,” (2006; 89). Shih and Allen say that librarians “must adopt and 

become adept at key learning technologies themselves...To do so, first the organizational 

culture of librarians...needs to change.” 

 

Kajewski concluded from her survey of the biblioblogosphere that “if libraries fail *to 

communicate directly with users+, users may pass them by” (2007: 420). One of the key 

factors in public libraries addressing this is found to be that of staff engagement and by 

natural extension staff training, “training staff is the keystone to success” (2007: 428). She 

draws on the warning issued by Schmidt and Stephens (2005) that libraries will become 

irrelevant to coming generations of potential users if they do not engage.  

 

Rutherford (2008a) found that those libraries that she looked at felt that the uptake of 

social software applications fit well with library culture; although she points out that as 

“early adopters” of these applications they are more likely to be libraries that have a 

forward-looking organisational culture and who are open to new ideas and methods of 

service provision. Rutherford agrees with Kajewski (2007) that staff engagement is key and 

that training needs must be met in order to fully engage them.  
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2.4.1 Public relations and employee blogging 

 

Clyde suggests that “there are institutional barriers to the establishment of library 

weblogs... [and that] there are public relations issues and user education issues to be 

addressed alongside the technical and content issues,” (2004a: 188).  

 

There is some research that is not from the library world but is relevant to the use of 

organisational blogs and so is discussed here. Despite public libraries being far removed 

from the corporate money-making sector, there may well be lessons that can be learned 

and approaches that can be applied, after all the corporate sector must make strong 

business cases when trying new approaches and so could be thought of as testing them out 

for the benefit of others, including the public sector.  

 

Porter et al. (2007) found an evolutionary process that the adoption of organisational blogs 

often passes through: bloggers begin using blogs (both reading and writing) for 

information-gathering purposes but only experimentally; this then becomes a more 

professional and routine approach that becomes accepted as a valid method of 

information-gathering albeit in a passive way; finally the blog-use becomes more of a two-

way communication process, the readers and writers engaging in online dialogues. Porter 

et al. conclude that they have established a link between blog use and power or perceived 

power within the organisation because the blog users have more knowledge and 

information at their disposal. 

 

Kelleher & Miller (2006) looked at the use of organisational blogs to reach their public. Sifry 

(2004) defines corporate bloggers as people “who blog in an official or semi-official capacity 

at a company”, this can be within the company or for the company’s external relationships. 

They concluded that those companies that used a blog to communicate with their public 

were perceived to have a more conversational human voice than those who used a more 

conventional website approach. They conclude by suggesting that this may well be a very 

important factor in “the process of building and maintaining computer-mediated 

relationships.” 
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Efimova and Grudin (2007) looked at instances of employees blogging publicly as 

representatives of their employers. Scoble and Israel (2006) cite the case of Microsoft, 

where as of March 2005 there were more than 1500 active bloggers. Initially there was 

concern that an employee would write about something that was either business-sensitive 

and not appropriate to be made public or else expressed opinions that put the company at 

a disadvantage. They found that Microsoft’s legal department was nervous about this 

perceived risk but that at that time no one had written “something so incredibly stupid that 

it required a blogging policy and none has ever been issued” (2006: 12). In line with the 

later findings of Kelleher and Miller (above), Efimova and Grudin discuss the benefits of 

employee blogging as being: 

 Direct communication with readers, not mediated via the Communications 

department 

 Showing a human side of the company 

 Documenting and organising work (see also Blair & Level, 2008). 

They see blogging as an arena for negotiation and interplay between personal and 

corporate interests. They conclude that a simple blogging policy of “be smart” should be 

enough for organisational and employee blogging, i.e. employees should be trusted to 

make judgments on appropriateness and self-censor.  

 

        2.5 Discussion pieces and evaluations 

 

A key figure in the discussion and research into library blogging is the late Laurel Clyde who 

made two key points that will be incorporated into the content analysis of the UK public 

library blogs under study here: that the frequency of postings to a blog and whether or not 

RSS feeds were available were indicators of the library’s commitment to the blog as a 

medium through which to communicate effectively with the service users, “there is no 

point in having a weblog that is not kept up to date. This is a medium whose strength lies in 

its ability to draw attention to current information.” (Clyde, 2004a: 188). She also 

concluded that of those few libraries who were using blogs fewer still were using them well 

and that “by not taking advantage of this simple medium (and doing it well), libraries will be 

the losers” (2004b: 392). 

 

Van Riel (2003) suggested that many library websites had been constructed much like the 

buildings themselves in that they were constructed in one era and now find themselves 
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struggling to provide a service to meet the needs of today’s users within that original 

structure. She suggests that library websites tend to be constructed “from the inside 

looking out,” and as such reflect how the organisation sees itself and how it can meet the 

perceived needs of the service users. These websites may resemble the buildings they 

represent online by containing useful little niches of information that can only be found by 

determined looking on the part of the resolute library user. Clyde (2004a) concurs with Van 

Riel in this respect and points out that many library blogs can only be found by serendipity 

which runs entirely counter to how the library and information service attempts to make 

the information contained within its walls reliably and accurately searchable; this approach 

has not extended to the information that it generates about itself and places online.  

 

While many people have written about blogs being universally acknowledged to be A Good 

Thing for any organisation to have (e.g. Scoble & Israel, 2006), Lankes et al. (2007) caution 

that just issuing a carte blanche statement that any new user participation in the library is 

“good” is not a sufficient justification for embarking on something new such as a library 

blog, that the library must look beyond that engagement in order to determine what their 

goal is in fostering that engagement. Lankes et al. conclude that the new and innovative 

applications available online are broadly supportive of a library’s purpose but that costs of 

staff time must be accounted for by asking questions such as “will they *Library 2.0 

concepts] be used to further knowledge, or will they simply create more work for 

librarians?” (2007: 24). 

 

Maxymuk (2008) confesses that there are some technological applications, such as SMS 

texting, for which he can see no need in libraries. He perceives the “trick” to be in “sifting 

useful and transformative devices from ones that merely offer change for the sake of 

change” (2008: 27).  

 

Singh and Shahid support the use of blogs and other social software as being implicit in 

what the library’s role is and in what librarians should be doing to maintain current 

information and to actively “delve into the process of information seeking (2006: 4). Bar-

Ilan agrees with this assertion and states that there is a place for every library to maintain a 

blog; she feels that there are not enough library blogs and that they are ideally placed to 

“convey unique, local information” (2007: 20).  
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Booth makes a plea for “evaluation alongside innovation” (2007: 301). He found a paucity 

of evidence-based assessment of the implementation of blogs as did Rutherford (2008);   

Shachaf (2008) who found much literature that was anecdotal but very little that was 

empirical; and Blair and Level (2008) who found that “there is no shortage of literature on 

the usefulness of blogs and RSS feeds, there is a notable lack of literature on the 

assessment of blogs” (2008: 157). Booth feels that there is a tendency, amongst librarians 

as well as others, to find a technological solution before trying to identify a problem with 

which to solve it. He suggests that lack of time or critical thinking can lead to the adoption 

of new technology with blind optimism as to its actual worth; that the right sort of 

questions that should be asked when considering new services and technologies are simply 

glossed over, what he calls an “evaluation bypass” (2008: 298). 

 

Jones and Alony (2008) suggest that blogs may be a rich new source of information on 

whatever subject one may care to imagine. As vast amounts of new data are created and 

stored so that data becomes a growing seam of data to mine and analyse. This could be 

particularly useful for future studies on public libraries as it provides longitudinal data that 

would otherwise be very difficult and costly to gather as well as affording an opportunity to 

understand the strategic direction of the public library sector as a whole. This will only be 

possible if the public libraries are blogging of course. 

 

2.6 Case studies 

 

An early example of user-centred online services, although not a blog, is the website 

developed by Van Riel (2003): whichbook.net. This website provides a reader development 

service that was deemed a great success due to the high hit rate and numbers of positive 

comments it garnered. Based on this success Van Riel argued that libraries must exploit the 

opportunities presented by the Web to reach new and existing users in new ways; what 

Neilson (2005) suggests will change the role of librarians as the “library website is 

embedded in a general media environment, which may demand new skills of media 

communication” of the public librarian (2005: 510).  

 

Sennema (2003) used a blog, as well as email and his academic library’s content 

management system, to attempt to deliver an effective reference service. This represents a 

relatively early foray into the experimental adoption of Library 2.0 to ensure that a library’s 
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reference service kept up-to-date with itself. Sennema found the initial results to be 

positive but did not evaluate them systematically; it is this sort of approach that is 

bemoaned by Booth (2007). 

 

The use of blogs in library reference services using open source software is explored by 

Pomerantz and Stutzman (2006). They suggest that the evolution of blog use by librarians 

has followed the pattern: librarian blog → library-related organisation blog2 → library blog. 

Thus the last at the table is the individual library or library authority. Pomerantz and 

Stutzman described most of the library blogs they found as “hi-tech bulletin board[s]” not  

interactive or participatory forums (2006: 202). They also suggest that a reference 

transaction could be more of a conversation than one-question-one-answer allows for, 

positing that “the blog offers a distinctly asynchronous, conversation-based forum for 

reference service” (2006: 203). They conclude that there is a case to be made in conducting 

reference work collaboratively and that blogs are a good platform on which to do so.  

 

An oft-cited case study of the setting up of an academic library blog is that of Blair and 

Cranston (2006). They go through the process from decision-making to implementation of 

their blog. Considerations are discussed such as: deciding on the scope of the blog, 

identifying its audience, setting priorities for topics, sourcing content, advertising and 

evaluating the blog’s success. They suggest that blog promotion must be continuous in 

order to keep recruiting new readers. The discussion ends on a positive and hopeful note, 

looking towards implementing the blog in February 2006. As of September 2009 there are 

five library blogs to be found on the Colorado State University Libraries website, not from 

the homepage however; four of these blogs are faculty-specific and are active (posts within 

the last month) however the general library blog’s last post was in November 2007. One of 

the four other blogs has been deemed a success by Blair and Level (2008). In evaluating the 

success of this blog they found that “there is not one standard metric for the evaluation of 

a blog” (2008: 160); however, they applied the following measures: 

 Number of visitors to blog. Their software monitored both visits and hits, the 

former being number of times the homepage is viewed, the latter being a count of 

all the blog pages being viewed 

                                                           
2
 Organisations such as SLA (Special Libraries Association) and LITA (the Library and Information 

Technology Association) use blogs as a forum for announcements, a place for members’ discussions 
and as conference networking and information dissemination during the conference (Pomerantz & 
Stutzman, 2006). 
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 Number of inlinks from other blogs and websites 

 Number of comments 

 Number of subscribers in feedreaders 

 Survey 

 Self-evaluation 

Using these measures they deemed their blog to be successful. They concluded that 

amongst the benefits of libraries blogging is that the research that is conducted in order to 

create content for the blog constituted professional reading and therefore contributed to 

other aspects of the job. In addition to this an archive of the library’s and the librarians’ 

accomplishments is created which can prove extremely useful in demonstrating their 

worth, especially useful in difficult financial climates. Blair and Level qualify their 

enthusiasm for the library blog by concluding that “the library blog is designed to save time 

for our clients but there needs to be a cost-benefit formula for the librarians who spend 

their time doing the filtering in order to create the blog content” (2008: 164). 

 

Goodfellow and Graham (2007) attended a conference and used a blog to communicate 

with their colleagues who were not at the conference. They felt that this widened staff 

participation in the conference and shared the benefits with them. They also wanted to 

evaluate the success of the blog and did so using the following metrics: 

 Statistics: number of visits and hits 

 Looking at domains from which the blog was accessed, found to be wider than 

home library 

 Number of hits and visits after the conference was over 

 Self-evaluation – found that they networked with other bibliobloggers, i.e. other 

librarians and also that their technical and communication skills had improved. 

Based on these measures the blog was deemed successful. They concluded that the use of 

blogs as communication tools during conference and other such events should be 

encouraged, such use could be tied in with the library’s training schedules incorporating 

blogs and RSS feeds.  

 

Balling et al. (2008) investigated the reader development collection of blogs 

litteratursiden.dk and what it represents in the evolution of the librarian’s role. In 

examining these digital reading groups, several themes emerged 
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 The librarian who acted as blog moderator was using the same skills as are used in 

literature promotion within the physical public library 

 Some users experienced frustration with the digital reading group, these were 

explained by Balling et al. as deriving from the slowness of responses by the 

moderators and resulted from a “ failing fulfilment of expectations” i.e. the users 

were expecting instantaneous responses 

 New competences are expected of the librarian / moderator, to engage in 

discussion not just promotion 

 Role of librarian can be more informal through the new media, and is expected to 

be 

 An upgrading of traditional librarian skills may be needed as well as Library 2.0 skills 

 The digital reading groups provided a more user-centred approach that required 

more personality and individuality of the moderator/librarian. 

Balling et al. conclude by suggesting that the adoption of these new communication media 

and the adoption of new skills necessitated by that could lead to a change in the perceived 

stereotype of the librarian: Librarian 2.0 is born! 

 

Finally, Schrecker adds a note of support for the use of blogs in libraries after examining 

three such blogs in use in academic libraries: “when combined with academic library 

websites....they [blogs] are capable of enhancing existing web presence and providing 

opportunity for conversation and communication” (2008: 127).  

 

2.7 Top tips, reviews and explanations  

 

Currently this constitutes the majority of the literature written on the subject of blogging 

and libraries, as Booth puts it upon reviewing the literature “I identified several potentially 

useful items for implementation of our library blog although none establishes that our 

approach might be effective,” (2007: 301). After constructing a search for any literature 

relating to the use of blogs in libraries and running that search, it can be relied upon that 

there will be plenty of pieces available telling you how easy it is to set up a blog and then 

offering top tips on how to do so. One of the most recent examples is Johnson (2009) 

writing on “the unspoken rules of blogging”, advising would-be bloggers on how to decide 

how to pitch your blog and to whom. 
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Holvoet (2006) advises bloggers to utilise RSS to ensure the readers will learn of new 

content without having to deliberately visit the library’s blog. Young (2006) discusses the 

pros and cons of blogging: 

 

Pros Cons 

Free Kids are not afraid to post anything 

Easy to use Negative comments, spam etc 

Good networking tool Can be time-consuming 

Fun Many are not updated regularly 

Helpful with collaboration Biased 

May be hosted on a remote server  

Table 2 Pros and cons of blogging. Drawn from Young (2006). 

Bhatt (2005) takes the reader through the various ways in which blogging can be used as an 

innovative approach to information access, suggesting that a blog is not necessarily a 

simple journal but can be used a portal: one blog can be used a gathering site for RSS feeds 

from many other blogs and news sources. Thus the blogs becomes a portal integrating new 

content from other important online research tools which will always be up-to-date as a 

result. Some of his specific recommendations for the use of blogs in (academic) libraries 

are: 

 Announce new books by selected top research keywords – automatically generates 

new book lists by applying predetermined search terms 

 Announce availability of RSS feeds of electronic databases 

 Integrate feeds from journals and journal articles 

 Announcing library events 

Gunn (2006) guides the reader on searching for blog posts on the Internet, signposting 

searchers to resources such as Technorati, Google Blog Search, Blogger and Clusty.  

 

Maxymuk signposts a whole host of resources, such as specific blogs of interest to the 

library world (2005, 2006) e.g The Shifted Librarian. As the use of blogs proliferates he 

states that “blogs are a no-brainer for a library’s website” (2007: 55) that offer the prospect 

of improving and enhancing the library’s original mission of information dissemination by 

engaging library patrons into an “online community”. More recently Maxymuk has 

emphasised the need for blogs in ensuring current awareness in the profession (2008).  
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Finally, if the reader needed any more convincing to start using blogs in the public library, 

Karami and Oloumi (2006) provide a quick run-down of potential applications of blogs to 

libraries: 

 Blog as library newsletter – what’s new in the library, events etc 

 Blog as reference desk – enter into dialogue with enquirers 

 Blog and new acquisitions – announce new additions to the collection 

 Blog and libraries consortia – e.g. within a public library authority, individual 

libraries can keep up-to-date with one another 

 Blog as book clubs – reader development activities conducted online 

 Blog as a marketing tools in libraries 

Karami and Oloumi also provide a checklist of the benefits of blogging : 

 Blogging keeps you current – the research needed to generate new content keeps 

the author up-to-date 

 Blogs are an advocacy tool  

 Blogs build community – the blog may be the only “place” that brings a diversity of 

patrons together 

3. Methodology 

 

This research took four approaches to attempt to find an answer to the question: how are 

public libraries engaging with Library 2.0? 

 Literature review 

 Search for blogs of UK public libraries  

 Content analysis of blogs found 

 Survey 

 

3.1 Literature review 

 

The area of Library 2.0 and public libraries is a somewhat inter-disciplinary field of study 

and the items reviewed above have been chosen to provide a broad view to reflect this; 

anything that informs on this has been included. Preference has been given to empirical 

studies, review papers and those that are the most recent; currency was determined by 
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citation searching. Themes have emerged through the reading and specific items are 

reviewed within these thematic contexts.  

 

To find literature relating to this subject two electronic databases were used: Library and 

Information Abstracts (LISA) and Emerald Management Reviews. Search terms that were 

used in various combinations were: 

 Library 2.0 AND public librar* 

 Blog* AND public librar*  

 Weblog* AND public librar* 

 Internet AND public librar* 

 Social network* AND public librar* 

 Social software AND public librar* 

 UK AND public librar* AND library 2.0 

 Biblioblogosphere AND public librar* 

Also, all of the above were used with “librar*” as the wider scope of libraries in general can 

inform the study of public libraries specifically, as can be seen from the literature review 

presented above. The search was not limited to UK public libraries as information on public 

libraries from anywhere in the world will inform this research. 

Wildcards were employed to capture all of the following terms: 

 Library 

 Libraries 

 Librarian 

 Librarians 

 Blog 

 Blogs 

 Blogosphere 

 Social network 

 Social networks 

 Social networking 

 

When these searches had been performed, the same search was conducted using Google 

Scholar. The majority of results returned deemed relevant had already been captured using 

LISA and Emerald, however a few novel articles were returned from wider fields of study, 
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not necessarily directly related to libraries; citation searching also yielded such papers as 

well as a few more recent papers that had not been found by other methods. 

 

Further sources have been found from reading noted biblobloggers’ output: 

Meredith Farkas: Information Wants to be Free 

http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/  

Phil Bradley’s weblog http://philbradley.typepad.com/phil_bradleys_weblog/  

3.2 Search for blogs 

 

 “Serendipity is involved in finding blogs.” (Clyde, 2004a: 184). Hoping to accomplish 

something a little more systematic than trusting to serendipity, many of the search 

methods employed by Lee and Bates (2007) and Bar-Ilan (2007) were used to locate UK 

public library blogs, these are outlined below. 

 

Searches were performed using the following websites: 

 Blogger (www.blogger.com) 

 Bloglines (www.bloglines.com) 

 Google’s Blog Search facility (http://blogsearch.google.co.uk/) 

 Google’s main search facility (www.google.co.uk) 

 The Open Directory 

(http://www.dmoz.org/Reference/Libraries/Library_and_Information_Science/We

blogs/) 

 Technorati (http://technorati.com/) 

 LibDex (http://www.libdex.com/weblogs.html) 

 WordPress (http://wordpress.com/) 

 

Two discussion forums were joined and posts made requesting other members to send 

information on any public library blogs: 

 Library and Information Science Bloggers (LIS-BLOGGERS@JISCMAIL.AC.UK) 

 British Librarian Bloggers (britlibblogs@googlegroups.com) 

 

Posting to the JISC forum yielded the most useful results of any of the above resources, 

several UK public library blogs were located as a result of the replies to this posting. 

http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/
http://philbradley.typepad.com/phil_bradleys_weblog/
http://www.blogger.com/
http://www.bloglines.com/
http://blogsearch.google.co.uk/
http://www.google.co.uk/
http://www.dmoz.org/Reference/Libraries/Library_and_Information_Science/Weblogs/
http://www.dmoz.org/Reference/Libraries/Library_and_Information_Science/Weblogs/
http://technorati.com/
http://www.libdex.com/weblogs.html
http://wordpress.com/
mailto:LIS-BLOGGERS@JISCMAIL.AC.UK
mailto:britlibblogs@googlegroups.com
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Additionally, following suggestions made in reply to this posting, further resources were 

located that yielded more results: 

 UK library blogs wiki 

(http://uklibraryblogs.pbworks.com/Institutional+Library+Blogs+-

+Professional+Group+Blogs) 

 Blog without a library wiki. Listing of public libraries with blogs, chiefly US public 

libraries. http://www.blogwithoutalibrary.net/links/index.php?title=Public_libraries 

 

Following the blogrolls3 of noted UK bibliobloggers: 

Phil Bradley http://philbradley.typepad.com/phil_bradleys_weblog/  

The Good Library Guide http://www.goodlibraryguide.com/blog/  

 

Also searched was the list of public library blogs put together by Crawford (2007) as a result 

of his research into blogging by public libraries, primarily in the USA 

(http://waltcrawford.name/publibogs2007.xls) 

 

Finally, one of the questions on the survey (see below) asked those librarians who blogged 

to provide a link to their library’s blog; this also yielded a few more results.  

 

As stated above, blogs that are selected for inclusion in this study are those written on 

behalf of an institution; blogs that are presented as representing a public library or group of 

public libraries will be included.  

 

3.3 Content analysis of blogs  

 

Once a list of UK public library blogs was generated using the above search methods, 

content analysis was performed on each blog. The content analysis methodology used to 

examine the blog content to determine how they are used to communicate with their users 

is based on that used by Clyde (2004a, b, c), Bar-Ilan (2007) and Crawford (2007).  

 

Clyde (2004a, c) performed content analysis on the library blogs she found but did not 

attempt to evaluate them. The justification for performing minimal content analysis was 

                                                           
3
 A blogroll is a list of other blogs the author of the blog has deemed to be of interest or has 

relevance to topics of discussion. Each item on the list is a hyperlink to that other blog.  

http://uklibraryblogs.pbworks.com/Institutional+Library+Blogs+-+Professional+Group+Blogs
http://uklibraryblogs.pbworks.com/Institutional+Library+Blogs+-+Professional+Group+Blogs
http://www.blogwithoutalibrary.net/links/index.php?title=Public_libraries
http://philbradley.typepad.com/phil_bradleys_weblog/
http://www.goodlibraryguide.com/blog/
http://waltcrawford.name/publibogs2007.xls
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twofold: as of 2004 there were no generally-accepted or standard criteria for evaluating 

blogs and that so little was known about library blogs that “it seemed useful to find out 

what was happening, regardless of quality issues” (2004a: 185). Blair and Level writing in 

2008 still found there to be “not one standard metric for the evaluation of a blog” (2008: 

160). As explored above they did apply evaluation techniques of their own to their blog, 

using some metrics which are only available to the blog authors. Taking all of this into 

consideration the content analysis performed on the UK public library blogs will not 

attempt to evaluate them in terms of success or failure but will attempt to capture what is 

happening in a similar way to Clyde and is therefore relatively minimal and an entirely 

qualitative method. The content analysis consisted of a single stage as outlined below. The 

only coding involved that of attempting to assign each blog to a category or classification 

using a mixture of Lee and Bates’s (2007) coding containing four categories and Stephens’s 

(2006b) classification using ten categories. This top-down approach will be used in 

conjunction with a bottom-up approach: categories or themes may be suggested upon 

examination of the blogs that are not covered by any of the above classifications, in which 

case further categories may be needed. 

 

The primary source of methodology adopted was that of Crawford (2007), which has 

several features in common with that of Clyde (2004a, b, c) and Bar-Ilan (2007), and is 

detailed below. 

 

Blog information: 

 Name of library / group of libraries represented by the blog 

 Name of the blog 

 Motto, explanatory text etc given under the blog’s title 

 Presence of links to and / or from the library’s website 

 Whether it is possible to subscribe to RSS feeds 

 Metrics: 

o Number of blog posts 

o Number of comments 

o Number of illustrations, photos, graphics etc 

o Average length of post 

o Duration of blog 

 When first post written 
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 When latest / most recent post written 

 Sample post 

 Blog software used 

 My comments including classification of blog type and aim of blog 

 Any SiteMeter statistics of visitor numbers 

 URL 

 Active or inactive 

 

As Clyde (2004a) declared that the facility to include RSS feeds was important as it denoted 

an author’s commitment to the blog, this has been added to Crawford’s content analysis 

categories. 

 

Where there were only a few blog postings in the whole blog, all postings have been 

accounted for in the metrics; where blogs showed more activity then the last quarter has 

been accounted for in the metrics, the last quarter is taken as running from June to August 

2009.  

 

Because some blogs are more active than others, Crawford’s definition of activity will be 

adopted: Crawford defines a blog as “active” if there has been a post within the last 90 

days, or year’s quarter. He deems Technorati’s criterion of a posting in the last 120 days as 

denoting activity “generous”. Hence any blog that has been posted to within the last 

quarter is deemed “active”.  

 

3.4 Survey 

 

In order to answer the following research questions, an online survey was constructed and 

public librarians were invited to complete it: 

1. What are the attitudes and behaviours of public librarians with regards to Library 2.0? 

What are the possible explanations as to why so many UK public libraries are not 

engaging with Library 2.0. 

2. Do public libraries have clear objectives in having a web presence and have they 

developed policies to govern this? 

3. Are existing public library blogs considered successful by their libraries? What methods, 

if any, are those libraries using to evaluate the impact of their blogs? 
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This work follows on from that of Farkas (2005, 2007b) who surveyed librarians who blog, 

both professionally and personally, to discover their demographics and motivations.  She 

found that the majority of librarian bloggers were in the USA. As stated above, Farkas’s 

surveys (2005, 2007b) are amongst the very few that have been published and so in order 

to build on her findings and to contribute to the debate and the literature on the subject, 

her methodology has been followed very closely. 

 

As with Rutherford’s interviews (2008a), this approach uses a qualitative methodology as 

librarians’ attitudes and behaviours with respect to Library 2.0 generally and blogging 

specifically are subjective and participants have not been recruited randomly (see below). 

Also there has been no attempt made to separate the subject under study from any other 

variables as is the case in quantitative analysis. The approach used is inductive and applies 

the first stage of Grounded Theory according to Heath and Cowley’s interpretation of 

Strauss and Corbin’s Paradigm Model of Grounded Theory Analysis (Heath & Cowley, 2004): 

data -> induction -> deduction. There is no hypothesis or theory to be tested, rather a 

theory may emerge from the data gathered. Although this method of analysis is generally 

used more in the discipline of sociology, here it is applied to a library and information 

science subject as suggested by Mansourian (2006). Thus within the survey are open-ended 

questions that allow the respondents freedom to express their views. The analysis 

performed on these answers will have only one stage of coding: a drawing out of themes 

and trends in the different answers to the same question.  

 

The survey was constructed using an online research tool: SurveyMonkey. It was divided 

into five sections: 

 

1. Does your public library maintain a blog? 

Section 1 contained this question only, it required a Yes/No response. 

2. Questions on public libraries that maintain a blog 

If respondent answered that their library does maintain a blog they answer Section 

2 then Sections 4 & 5. 

3. Questions on public libraries that do not maintain a blog 

If respondent answered that their library does not maintain a blog they answer 

Section 3 then Sections 4 & 5 
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4. Questions about the librarian and their library 

5. Further comments 

 

Section 2 asked questions regarding the number of blogs maintained by the library, the 

purpose of the blog, features that were enabled on the blog, questions on the blog 

author/s, what metrics are applied to evaluate success and questions on the library as an 

organisation. 

 

Section 3 asked questions regarding the library’s web presence and general attitudes 

towards and experiences of blogs. 

 

Section 4 asked questions about the library and the librarian. 

 

Section 5 was a completely open-ended question inviting respondents to add anything 

further that they wished to say. Respondents were also invited to submit their email 

address confidentially in order to receive the results of this research.  

 

The survey can be found in full in Appendix 1. 

 

 3.4.1 Recruitment of survey respondents 

 

Although this research is aimed primarily at UK public libraries, it was felt that the wider 

public library community would inform the research, especially due to the global nature of 

both the Internet and also the library profession; thus the survey was opened to public 

librarians in other English-speaking countries. This approach allowed for any potentially 

different emergent themes to be discovered between different countries and library 

culture, should they exist.  

 

Working from the list of UK public libraries and public library authorities that appears on 

the UK Public Libraries website, 

(http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/town/square/ac940/weblibs.html), an email was sent to all 

218 public library and public library authority on the list inviting the recipient to complete 

the online survey. It was anticipated that it could be difficult to recruit many respondents 

hence the scatter-gun approach to reach as many potential respondents as possible.  

http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/town/square/ac940/weblibs.html
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The link to the survey was posted on my blog (http://schammond.wordpress.com) which is 

a topic-specific blog covering this research.  

 

Requests were sent to noted bibliobloggers’ blogs asking if they would promote my 

research in a post and encourage responses. These blogs were: 

The Shifted Librarian 

Information Wants to be Free 

Requests to complete the survey were also sent to 14 other bibliobloggers and blogs; the 

full listing can be found at this feed aggregator 

http://www.bloglines.com/public/schammond under the categories “Public library blogs” 

and “Bloggy librarians.” 

 

A link to the survey was posted to the two British library blogging discussion forums: 

 Library and Information Science Bloggers (LIS-BLOGGERS@JISCMAIL.AC.UK) 

 British Librarian Bloggers (britlibblogs@googlegroups.com) 

 

Following a suggestion from one respondent I posted a request to a New Zealand forum as 

it was deemed to be quite an active discussion forum with many contributors:  PUBSIG 

LIANZA (Library and Information Association of New Zealand; PUBSIG-

L@LISTSERV.CCC.GOVT.NZ) . 

 

A request and link to the survey was posted to the Library 2.0 group on Ning and to the 

Library 2.0 interest group on Facebook. 

 

Finally, the same email that was sent to the UK libraries was sent to several US and 

Canadian public libraries. These were selected because they did have blogs; as so few 

British libraries were found to have blogs it was deemed appropriate to look elsewhere for 

respondents who worked in a public library that had a blog in order to determine any 

emerging differences between libraries and librarians who blog and those who do not.  

 

In total, approximately 300 emails were sent out, 3 discussion forums were posted to and 

16 blogs were posted to, as well as my own. 

http://schammond.wordpress.com/
http://www.bloglines.com/public/schammond
mailto:LIS-BLOGGERS@JISCMAIL.AC.UK
mailto:britlibblogs@googlegroups.com
mailto:PUBSIG-L@LISTSERV.CCC.GOVT.NZ
mailto:PUBSIG-L@LISTSERV.CCC.GOVT.NZ
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3.5 Ethical issues 

 

Public librarians were approached to complete an online survey in the course of this 

research in order to determine factual information regarding library policy but also to 

discover understanding of and attitudes towards Library 2.0. This research has been 

deemed “Low Risk” by the Ethics Approval Board. Confidentiality and anonymity was 

assured and adhered to.  

4. Results 

4.1 Literature review 

 

The literature review forms Section 2 of this dissertation. 

4.2 Search for blogs of UK public libraries  

 

In all, twenty blogs were found. 

 

Clyde (2004a: 184) “serendipity is involved in finding blogs in general.” This proved true for 

finding library blogs, one blog was found due to a conversation with a friend who used to 

work with a library blogger and one blog was found due to the researcher having previously 

studied at a different university with a fellow student who is now a library blogger. All the 

other blogs were located due to the efforts detailed in the above methodology.  

 

Links to all of these library blogs, plus more that were not included for the reasons outlined 

below can be found online: http://delicious.com/Public_biblioblogosphere. This list has 

been mashed up by a fellow member of the Ning Library 2.0 interest group and the 

locations marked in Google Maps, this map can be found at http://tinyurl.com/6f7kwr  

  

http://delicious.com/Public_biblioblogosphere
http://tinyurl.com/6f7kwr
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Library Name of blog 

Lewisham Libraries, London Borough of 

Lewisham 

Team Read 

Lewisham Libraries, London Borough of 

Lewisham 

Reference Books, etc 

Lewisham Libraries, London Borough of 

Lewisham 

Lewisham’s Web 2.0 blog 

Newcastle Libraries Audio Download 

Brent Town Hall Library Town Hall Library Reading Group 

Chester Library Chester Library Reading Group 

Harrogate Library New look, No Shush – Harrogate Library 

Project  

Leicestershire Libraries Leicestershire Libraries 

North Lincolnshire Libraries Read North Lincs 2008 

St James St Library, Walthamstow St James St Library Campaign 

Merton Libraries Merton Libraries Blog 

Swansea Library Travels with a Bug 

Swansea Libraries Paige Turner – Librarian 

Sutton Libraries Sutlib Reader 

Plymouth Libraries Bookstart Bear’s Blog 

Manchester Libraries The manchester lit list 

Bournemouth Libraries Book Talk Bournemouth 

Guille Allès Library, Guernsey The blog 

Public libraries across south-west England What’s new on the cyberLibrary 

Edinburgh City Libraries Tales of One City 

Table 3 Public library blogs found. 

As stated above those blogs selected for inclusion in this study are those that represent a 

public library or group of public libraries only. In practice this was not as clear cut as may 

have been anticipated: 

 Visit Lewisham blog. Despite being posted to by various parts of the library service, 

including Lewisham Reading Group, this blog is actually maintained by Lewisham 

Tourist Information Centre, not the library service.  
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 St James St Library Campaign blog. This is a topic-specific blog but not one set up by 

the library in question. Its sole focus is the library and the campaign to reopen it. It 

was included as its focus is a public library. 

 Merton Libraries Blog. This is declared as a “strictly unofficial” blog but has Merton 

Libraries as its sole focus. It is authored by a Merton Libraries librarian and contains 

lots of information that compares with that of other, official blogs such as local 

history, events in the libraries and signposts to resources; thus this blog was 

included. 

 Paige Turner – Librarian blog. Declares itself to be “the (semi) official blog of 

Swansea public libraries”. Whilst being more journal-like in style this blog still 

contains lots of information that could be expected from an official public library 

website and is included for that reason. 

 Sutlib Reader blog. Another blog that describes itself as “a (semi) official blog of 

Sutton Libraries.” This blog contains information that would be expected from an 

official library blog such as local history, events in the libraries and signposts to 

resources; thus this blog was included. 

 What’s new on the cyberLibrary blog. This blog represented the most blurring of 

boundaries as to what constituted a public library blog: it represents a 

geographically distinct region’s public libraries and draws resources from the 

librarians that staff them hence it was included. It caused some consternation 

though as it doesn’t represent any one public library or public library authority. 

Arguments both for and against its inclusion may be equally valid; on balance it was 

included as it provides an example of a different kind of blog to those above and is 

therefore of interest. 

 iKnow Gateshead Libraries. This website has been awarded a gold star by the 

practically definitive listing of UK public libraries on the Web, UK Public Libraries, on 

the basis that it shines out from “the dull generality” of most public library 

websites. “Our gold stars go to those sites which, in our opinion, possess an extra 

sparkle that enlivens the visitor's experience. These are the libraries that show a bit 

of flair in presenting interesting and original content online. Gateshead Libraries 

still leads the field in our opinion.” Originally selected for inclusion at a first pass at 

the data because one element of the website does have features in common with a 

blog, it has not been included in this study. Central to the library group’s homepage 

is a “Latest News” RSS newsfeed section that can be subscribed  to; this is arranged 
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in reverse chronological order and older entries can be viewed on the Latest News 

page itself, there is no archive function other than this. Each entry does have a 

permalink but there are no tags used to enable browsing of the news by subject 

and there is no facility to make comments. On reflection, it was felt that this was 

not really a blog. However, it may well represent an evolutionary step further on 

from a simple blog: if you register you can write your own blog from this 

multimedia site that reflects Gateshead's commitment to its public library system 

as well as wider arts and culture.  

 Folk Archive Resource North East (Farne), “home of Northumbrian music online and 

the region's new hub of folk information.” Part of the iKnow Gateshead Libraries 

website contains FARNE another blog-like element that has been excluded from 

this study for the same reasons as the Latest News section but is an example of this 

public library authorities commitment to its online resources: there is an online 

searchable database of music archives and much more that is impressive.  

4.3 Content analysis of blogs found 

 

Crawford (2009) uses the term “moribund” for poorly-maintained blogs: a blog that has not 

had a new post for over 90 days, compared with Technorati’s definition of inactivity being 

no new post for over 120 days.  
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r visits 

A
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active? 

Team Read No No No 1* 3* 1* 90 August ‘08 August ‘08 Blogger None Inactive 

Reference Books, etc No No Yes 8* 0* 4* 348 18
th

 Aug ‘08 15
th

 Sep ‘08 Blogger None Inactive 

Lewisham’s Web 2.0 

blog 

Yes No No 3 0 2 159 29
th

 May ‘08 15
th

 Aug ‘09 Blogger None Active 

Audio Download Yes No Yes The link to the blog returns a “404 Not found” error message. Not known None Defunct 

Town Hall Library 

Reading Group 

No Yes Yes 24* 5* 5* 201 28
th

 Sep ‘07 2
nd

 Mar ‘09 Blogger None Inactive 

Chester Library 

Reading Group 

Yes No No 7* 0* 1* 122 18
th

 May ‘08 2
nd

 Aug ‘09 Blogger None Active 

New look, No Shush 

– Harrogate Library 

Project 

Yes Yes Yes 6 0 2 107 12
th

 Mar ‘08 14
th

 Aug ‘09 Blogger Profile 

views: 110 

Active 

Leicestershire 

Libraries 

Yes Yes Yes 26 4  9 187 14
th

 Sep ‘07 20
th

 Aug ‘09 Blogger then 

WordPress 

3880 hits Active 

Read North Lincs 

2008 

Yes Yes Yes 9 0 0 121 6
th

 Mar ‘08 10
th

 Aug ‘09 Not known None Active 

St James St Library 

Campaign 

No No No 8
∆
 4

∆
 0

∆
 372

∆
 23

rd
 Aug ‘07 10

th
 Jul ‘08 WordPress None Inactive 

Merton Libraries 

Blog 

No No Yes 2 0 1 734 Sep ‘08 Aug ‘09 Blogger None Active 

Travels with a Bug Yes Yes Yes 15* 2* >15* Chiefly 

ill. 

30
th

 Jul ‘08 20
th

 Feb ‘09 Blogger 236 visitors Inactive 
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A
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r 

in
active? 

Paige Turner – 

Librarian 

Yes Yes Yes 5 3 0 173 5
th

 Dec ‘06 16
th

 Jul ‘09 Blogger 8139 visitors Active 

Sutlib Reader No No Yes 13* 5* 4* 116 9
th

 Jun ‘07 9
th

 Feb ‘09 Blogger 250 views Inactive 

Bookstart Bear’s Blog Yes Yes Yes 12 0 10 68 3
rd

 Jul ‘08 18
th

 Aug ‘09 WordPress None Active 

the manchester lit 

list 

No No Yes 56 0 ~56 

(approx. 1 

per post) 

153 2
nd

 Oct ‘08 22
nd

 Aug ‘09 Blogger None Active 

Book Talk Bournemouth Yes No Yes 21 2 84  169 3
rd

 Jul ‘07 14
th

 Aug ‘09 Blogger 5750 views Active 

The blog (Guille 

Allès) 

Yes Yes Yes 10 Not 

pos

sibl

e 

1 164 27
th

 Apr ‘07 28
th

 Aug ‘09 Not known None Active 

What’s new on the 

cyberLibrary 

Yes No Yes 3 0 1 39 5
th

 Feb ‘07 20
th

 Jul ‘09 WordPress None Active 

Tales of One City Yes Yes Yes 36 2 25 143 12
th

 Feb ‘09 17
th

 Sep ‘09 WordPress None Active 

Table 4. Content analysis of blogs found. 

*where asterisked, number is total number of blog posts, comments or illustrations; otherwise the number is for the last quarter which is taken as running 

from June to August 2009. 

Average length of post is mean average of sample, i.e. either of total number of posts or posts from last quarter as indicated.  

∆ Denotes last active quarter which was May to July 2008. 
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Table 5. Classification of blogs found. 

  

Name of blog Name of library Classification of blog 

Team Read Lewisham Libraries, London 

Borough of Lewisham 

User-specific: Reader development for children. 

Reference Books, etc Lewisham Libraries, London 

Borough of Lewisham 

Mixed: Knowledge log (k-log). Filter. 

Lewisham’s Web 2.0 

blog 

Lewisham Libraries, London 

Borough of Lewisham 

Mixed: Internal, training blog. Library news. Filter. 

Audio Download Newcastle Libraries Service-oriented. 

Town Hall Library 

Reading Group 

Brent Town Hall Library Mixed: Service-oriented.  User-specific. Reader 

development 

Chester Library 

Reading Group 

Chester Library Mixed: Service-oriented.  User-specific. Reader 

development. 

New look, No Shush 

– Harrogate Library 

Project 

Harrogate Library Mixed: Project-specific. Library news. Marketing & 

promotions. 

Leicestershire 

Libraries 

Leicestershire Libraries Mixed: Library news. Filter.  Marketing & 

promotions. 

Read North Lincs 

2008 

North Lincolnshire Libraries Mixed: Library news. Journal.  Marketing & 

promotions. 

St James St Library 

Campaign 

St James St Library, 

Walthamstow 

Project-specific. 

Merton Libraries 

Blog 

Merton Libraries Mixed: Library news. Journal.  Marketing & 

promotions. 

Travels with a Bug Swansea Library User-oriented: Reader development for children. 

Paige Turner – 

Librarian 

Swansea Libraries Mixed: Library news. Journal.   

Sutlib Reader Sutton Libraries Library news. 

Bookstart Bear’s 

Blog 

Plymouth Libraries  User-specific: Reader development for children. 

the manchester lit 

list 

Manchester Libraries Mixed: Library news. Marketing & promotions. 

Filter. 

Book Talk 

Bournemouth 

Bournemouth Libraries Material / resources: Reader development. 

The blog (Guille 

Allès) 

Guille Allès Library, Guernsey Mixed: Library news. Marketing & promotions. 

Materials / resources. 

What’s new on the 

cyberLibrary 

Public libraries across south-

west England 

Filter. 

Tales of One City Edinburgh City Libraries Mixed: Library news. Marketing & promotions. 

Materials / resources. 
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So, of the twenty blogs identified: 

 13 blogs are active, 6 blogs are inactive and 1 blog is defunct.  

 The longest-running blog is Paige Turner – Librarian, for Swansea Libraries. This 

blog began in December 2006 and was still active 31 months later. 

 The newest blog is Tales of One City, for Edinburgh City Libraries. This blog began in 

February 2009 and is still active 7 months later. 

 The most prolific blog is the manchester lit list, for Manchester City Libraries. There 

were 56 posts in the last quarter. 

 The least prolific blog that is still active is Merton Libraries Blog with just 2 posts in 

the last quarter.  

 The most visited blog, where statistics are available, is also the longest-running 

blog: Paige Turner – Librarian, for Swansea Libraries. 

 The most loquacious blogger is Paige Turner – Librarian, for Swansea Libraries. With 

a mean average post length of 734 words. 

 The least loquacious, and still active, blogger is What’s new in the cyberLibrary, with 

a mean average post length of 39 words.  

 The most popular blogging software is Blogger with 12 of the 20 blogs using it. 5 of 

the 20 blogs are using WordPress, Leicestershire Libraries having moved from 

Blogger to WordPress. The 3 remaining blogs are hosted on the library’s own 

website whose software is unknown.  

 The mean average age of the active blogs is 18.5 months. 

 The mean average lifespan of the inactive blogs is 9.5 months. 

 9 blogs were linked to from the library’s homepage, 7 of these blogs are active. 

Despite extensive searching, links to the other 11 blogs from their respective 

library’s homepage could not be found; 4 of these blogs are inactive or defunct. 

 16 blogs had RSS feed subscription capability, 11 of these are active. 

 

Blog types: 

 

As outlined above in the methodology of blog content analysis, the classification 

schemes of Stephens (2006b) and Lee and Bates (2008) have been combined in order to 

meaningfully classify the twenty blogs that were found. A further classification of 

“reader development” has been added to the above as it is one of the aims of UK public 
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libraries (DCMS, 2009?) that has not quite been captured in the classification schemes 

employed here.   

 12 (60%) of the blogs are classified as “mixed blogs”, according to Lee and 

Bates’s (2008) classification scheme. These have then been further classified 

using Stephen’s categories as can be seen in Table 5.   

 10 (83%) of the mixed blogs are still active, 2 (17%) are inactive. 

 Of the 8 (40%) blogs that have one focus (i.e. are not mixed blogs) 3 (38% of 

single-focus blogs) are still active, 4 are inactive and 1 is defunct (62% inactive 

single-focus blogs). 

 6 (30%) blogs have “reader development” as an aim, 3 of these are user-

specific: reader development for children, 2 are for reading groups and 1 is 

focussed on reviews of library stock (“Materials/resources”) 

 9 (45%) blogs have library news as an aim, 7 of these combine this with 

marketing and promotion activity. 

 5 (25%) blogs are in some part filter blogs, they review and signpost online 

resources deemed to be of use and/or interest to library users. 1 of these 

blogs, What’s new on the cyberLibrary, is purely a filter blog.  

 

The content analysis results in full, including each blog’s url, can be found in Appendix 2. 

 

4.4 Survey 

 

A full summary of the survey’s results can be found in Appendix 3. The responses to this 

survey were collected during July, August and September 2008. Where charts are included 

below, especially the stacked bar charts, colour distinction will not be possible in the black 

and white hard copy. In these cases the order in which results are presented in the chart 

correspond directly to the order in which they appear in the chart’s legend and can thus be 

distinguished from this. UK or US respondents have been identified as such in cases where 

their views are representative of other views expressed by other UK or US respondents 

respectively  that are not expressed by respondents from any other geographic location; i.e. 

where a view is identified as UK respondent’s view, then this view or other similar view has 

not been expressed by any US respondent. 
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As part of the methodology employed to recruit survey respondents approximately 300 

emails were sent out to public libraries in the UK, Republic of Ireland, USA and Canada. This 

researcher’s first forays into research by survey was conducted in the mid-1990s when 

surveys were distributed manually, in hard copy. This mindset prevailed here and a 20% to 

30% response rate was anticipated, between 60 to 100 responses, as that was the rule of 

thumb for that method. It is a sign of the way the Internet has changed the way research 

can be conducted that in fact there were 498 respondents to this survey. This volume of 

data meant that the data analysis had to be scaled back in order to achieve some 

meaningful interpretation of the results within the timescale of the project. Respondents 

who answered “Yes” to Question 1: “Does your public library maintain a blog?” answered 

28 questions in total if they completed the survey; those who answered “No” to this 

question answered 20 questions in total if they completed the survey. Due to the wealth of 

data returned by 498 people, only those questions which directly inform the research 

questions outlined in Section 1 (above) will be focussed on. Thus Rutherford’s approach 

(2008a) of drawing out trends and patterns in different answers to the same questions will 

be applied to the answers to selected survey questions. 

 

Q1. Does your library maintain a blog? 

There were 498 responses to the survey, of those respondents 180 (36%) said their library 

maintained a blog, 318 (67%) said theirs did not. It must be emphasised here that this is a 

qualitative, not a quantitative, study; the sampling was not randomised and these 

proportions cannot be taken to be representative of the population. It must be assumed 

that those librarians who are interested in Library 2.0 are more likely to respond to an 

online survey, very much a Web 2.0 research tool, than those who are not; the very method 

of data gathering automatically biases the results gained. It is worth noting here that not all 

respondents answered all the questions put to them and that several staff members from 

the same library as each other responded to the survey, therefore the numbers involved do 

not represent the numbers of libraries, rather the numbers of respondents. 

 

If YES: 

Q4. What is the MAIN purpose of your blog? 

Responses to the multiple choice part of this question can be seen in Figure 4. Those 

respondents who answered “Other” described their blog as being among the following in 

purpose: 
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 Serves as library’s website 

 Communication among staff 

 As a staff training aid on the “23 Things”4 

 To include non-attendees in a conference attended by some staff 

 To provide podcasts 

 To promote libraries and literacy in general 

 

Figure 4. Purpose of library blogs, from multiple-choice question. 

The three most popular categories selection broadly correspond to “Library News”, 

“Marketing and Promotion”, “Materials/Resources” and “Reader development” as applied 

to the UK library blogs examined in Section 4.3 above.  

 

Q6. Does the blog allow readers to post comments? 

106 said “Yes”, 6 said “No” and 1 didn’t know. 

 

Q7. Does the library’s blog provide an RSS feed so that subscribers are alerted when new 

content is added? 

69 people said “Yes”, 24 said “No” and 18 didn’t know.  

                                                           
4
 23 Things is an online resource that enables participants to work at their own pace to learn about 

Web 2.0 technologies and how to use them in their own library. It was begun as a staff training 
programme in 2006 by the Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County (PLCMC Learning 2.0, 
2009?). 
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Q10. Is blogging covered by anyone's job description? 

22 respondents said “Yes”, 69 said no and 23 didn’t know. In answering this question more 

fully respondents said that blogging was not covered specifically but that it was felt to come 

under other job descriptions such as: 

 Reader advisor 

 Electronic resources 

 Promoting library services 

 Electronic outreach 

 Web Content Team 

 IT librarian 

 Social networking 

One US respondent reported that their library would shortly be updating all job 

descriptions to include social networking as a duty. In some cases it was included in 

personal development goals, in others it was interpreted as coming under the catch-all of 

“other duties”.  

 

Q12.  How often is the blog updated? 

 

Figure 5. Regularity of blog updates. 
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Q13. What metrics does the library use to monitor the popularity of the blog? (Please 

select all that apply). 

17 respondents said “None”, 29 said “Number of comments”, 77 said “Number of hits to 

the blog”. Other answers were: 

 Google analytics for statistics 

 Comments for qualitative metrics 

 Technorati rating 

 Site meter integral in blog software 

 Page views 

 Number of email and RSS subscribers 

 Staff enthusiasm 

 Attendance numbers of events publicised on blog 

 Anecdotal evidence of patrons 

One respondent felt prompted to find this out upon being asked the question. 

 

Q14. Does the library have a blogging policy? 

37 people said “Yes”, 61 said “No.” 

Many respondents did not know if there was a blogging policy, many said they felt it was 

covered by a general Web policy and many more said that a policy was currently being 

drafted, either a specific blogging policy or a broader social networking policy. A common 

response was that although there may not be a formally-ratified policy, an informal 

agreement resulting from staff meetings and discussions was adhered to. One respondent 

said that the policy was fairly basic, just covering login details and how to deal with 

unpleasant comments. One answer from the UK said that for the most part blogs were 

allowed to be accessed on library staff’s computers but that other websites such as 

Facebook and MySpace were blocked. Some libraries had a well laid-out formal blogging 

policy. 
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Q15. Is the library generally supportive of the blog? (Please remember this is in 

confidence). 

80 people said “Yes”, 1 said “No” and 33 said “Sort of”. 

 

Figure 6. Supportiveness of library, cross-tabulated by country. 

There was a wide range of responses to this question, some people found that 

management were supportive but that other staff were not, others found the reverse to be 

the case. One UK respondent reported that blog links were not allowed on the council’s 

websites and that they had not had a clear answer as to whether unofficial or official 

blogging was permitted.  Many people reported that their respective IT departments were 

unhappy about the blog as they were not in control of it. Many respondents reported a 

certain amount of apathy as the main attitude: some staff did not find time to create 

content or were reluctant, others were not even aware of the existence of the blog. Some 

felt that although there was no resistance, there was no enthusiasm either. In one case in a 

US library it was felt that the library management were gung-ho in adopting any and every 

new technology but not actually supporting the staff in implementing and maintaining it. 

One US respondent reported a panic response initially from library management which is 

now supportive once they felt they understood that the library could react immediately to 

community events and issues: 
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 “We're using blogs now in all kinds of situations where fast, distributed access to 

 editing web content is important.” 

 

The researcher discovered that in many cases staff who felt motivated to blog did so 

through unofficial channels, in some cases this won support in retrospect, in others the 

outcome is still uncertain. One respondent said that the blog was used as a “light” 

promotional tool and there were no issues around supportiveness as a result. Another 

reported that the marketing and communications department were very keen and 

supportive of the library blogging.  

 

Q16. Does the library maintain a presence on the web in any other format? (Please select 

all that apply). 

 

Figure 7. Other websites utilised by library, cross-tabulated by country. 

Compared with the results of the same question asked of libraries that do not maintain a 

blog (see below), it can be seen that there is a wider spread of Web 2.0 capabilities that are 
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utilised by blogging libraries; interestingly only the US respondents are using LibraryThing5. 

(NB the scale on the X-axis is not consistent here).  

 

Q17. Do you think the blog is successful? Why? 

86 people answered this question, the majority felt their blog was successful to varying 

degrees and for a variety of reasons including: 

 Hit rates increasing steadily 

 Attracting professional interest 

 Small number of committed readers 

 Bandwidth has had to be increased since inception of blog 

 Bonding experience for staff 

 Improved staff’s communication and technical skills 

 Attracted media attention 

 Positive comments from patrons 

 

Several respondents felt that it was too early to tell. Of those who felt their blog was not 

successful, many cited the lack of patron comments as an indicator of this. One US 

respondent felt the blog was not a success due to the fact that contribution to it was 

mandatory. Others felt that it was not promoted enough. Another felt that blogs have “had 

their day” and that it was time to move on. A common theme here was the feeling that it 

was important to engage the library’s staff before attempting to engage the public. One 

blogger reported that their library’s blog had content that could not be found anywhere 

else on the Web, namely local events and news in the wider community, not just library 

news and events.  

 

Q18. Please add anything here that you think is relevant that you have not been able to 

say above. 

20 people felt motivated to say more here, a few examples are quoted below that are 

broadly representative of the range of subjects raised by respondents: 

 The concern is that most blogs have a limited shelf life, and people and blog 

authors lose interest after a certain time. 

                                                           
5
 LibraryThing is a Library2.0 application where anyone can catalogue and classify their book 

collection, the resultant list is stored and can be shared and viewed online.  
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 Many people do not even know what a blog is or that they are reading one. 

Especially our staff and most public! 

 I think sometimes you just have to go out on a limb and have confidence that what 

you are doing is OK 

 A blog is an excellent way to reach patrons. We can inform them about databases, 

upcoming programs and events, new materials, etc. 

 We have had the Learning 2.0 program which we ran in the Fall/Spring of 2007-08. I 

was unhappy with the number of staff that chose to participate throughout the 

event, but those that did were really happy and proud that they completed the 

process. (and they got a great surprise reward of a[n iPod] Shuffle) I hope to do this 

again after some revisions that need to happen. 

 Initiating is one thing. Maintaining is another. A huge amount of effort and time 

goes into maintaining high quality online resources. Blogs are as labor intensive as 

the production of coffee. Just cavalierly adding vital maintenance of online 

resources to the already existing responsibility of revitalizing the library as a 

destination of actual human beings is not only inhumane to employees but elitist. 

The majority of people on this planet are not even computer literate. Acting as if 

online presence can just be added on to a very real and fulltime responsibility is not 

going to do anyone any good in the long run and the long run is shorter than most 

people think. 

 Libraries really should have had their own blog years ago, but often council or 

management policy prevents them from doing so, or staff not being aware of the 

benefits of a blog. A library blog is hardly revolutionary... 

 I find blogs very ho-hum. I can take them or leave them. But I can see the place for 

them and as a Librarian we must be objective about everything. The blog is usually 

something I visit/do when I have the time. So I can keep up with what is being 

submitted etc. 

 this is still a developing technology, and we don't yet have staff willing/able to 

maintaining an external blog 
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One respondent reported that their library used iGoogle6 as the homepage on the library 

computers available for public use and that there was an RSS feed from the blog to this 

page. 

 

If NO: 

Q20. Does the library maintain a presence on the web in any of the following formats? 

(Please select all that apply). 

 

Figure 8. Other websites utilised by library, cross-tabulated by country. 

It can be seen here that the UK respondents are mainly reliant on the libraries’ own 

website.  

  

                                                           
6
 iGoogle is a startpage or portal that can be customised to add feeds, links and gadgets according to 

user preferences. (Wikipedia, 2009?) 
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Q22. How important is it that the public library maintains a website? 

 

Figure 9. Perceived important of the library maintaining a web presence. 

4 people chose to comment further here, one respondent felt that it was especially 

important for those libraries in rural areas where “distances involved are great and public 

transport is not”, one respondent felt that a web presence was vital but that “the powers 

that be don’t”. 
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Q26. Why doesn't your public library produce a blog? (Please select all that apply). 

 

Figure 10. Reasons cited for library not blogging. 

 

In response to this, many UK librarians, but no other countries, replied that there were 

technical restrictions placed on what could be done online by the local council. In many 

cases initial interest dwindled or was never followed up on.  

Some UK responses: 

 Restrictions placed by IT protocols and a library culture which finds it difficult to 

engage with technology 

 Computer network is 'Locked Down' for security reasons 

 Not permitted by Corporate communications policy 

 Access to Facebook and other social networking sites are banned 

 

Others said they were looking into it or were trying to persuade management to start 

blogging. Other tools used by the library were good and there was no need to engage for 

the sake of it. Some felt that this was a technological bandwagon to avoid, others felt there 
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simply was not the time to invest. There was felt to be a lack of staff expertise by some. 

One respondent was currently putting together business case in favour of blogging: 

 “We are preparing a business case to persuade our IT gatekeepers of the centrality 

 of social networking sites to our role as an information provider and to enable us to 

 interact with customers and the community.” 

 5 US librarians commented further and said they were all currently working on getting a 

blog going, one saying: 

 “There are a lot of internal politics and stuff (egos) that need to be sorted out.” 

A Canadian response that summarises many other responses: 

 “Dynamic content is achieved on our website in other ways (events feeds, etc), so  

 there is no official "blog" as such.” 

 

Figure 11. Reasons cited for not blogging, cross-tabulated by country. 
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ALL: 

Q30. Which country do you live and work in? 

 

Figure 12. Survey respondents cross-tabulated by country. 
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Q35. How would you rate YOURSELF on the following qualities? (Remember this is 

confidential, there are no right or wrong answers) 

(Open to change/ Tech-savvy/ A leader in innovation at my place of work/ Happy at my 

job.) 

 

Figure 13. Librarians rate themselves on qualities. 
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Q36. The same question but from the point of view of your LIBRARY AS AN 

ORGANISATION. How would you rate your library in terms of the following qualities? 

(Open to change/ Tech-savvy/ A leader in innovation at my place of work/ Happy at my 

job.) 

 

Figure 14. Librarians rate their library on qualities. 

A few examples are quoted below that are broadly representative of the range of subjects 

raised by respondents: 

 Many librarians are near retirement and not terribly interested in learning new 

technologies 

 It’s the organisational culture which tends to grind people down. 

 There are some forward thinking individuals within the organisation but they are in 

a minority and constrained by existing organisational structures, structures set up 

to deliver a 20th as opposed to 21st century Library service. 

 Staff at different levels feel differently about this - a librarian would view it more 

positively than many library assistants which is a shame because our library service 

is fantastic and I wish all staff could see it for what it is! 
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 X [response edited to retain anonymity] Libraries have been at the forefront in 

technology such as self-issue machines. Most rural libraries in X are single-manned, 

so any technology which helps staff to run an efficient library is always welcome 

 It is great to have leaders of library services that value librarians and are prepared 

to take risks 

 Lots of entrenched, long-time staff that are passive-aggressive about doing 

anything differently. 

 

Q37. Anything else you would like to say? 

63 respondents added further comments. A few examples are quoted below that are 

broadly representative of the range of subjects raised by respondents: 

 I do feel that technology is beginning to impinge on the library's essential function, 

which is to provide books for people to read. 

 I think this generation of library users are not comfortable with a lot of computer 

technology. There is some resistance to using tools such as on-line catalogues; this 

resistance is, however, gradually breaking down. I wouldn`t like to see too much 

computer technology in libraries - libraries are about books, after all. 

 Social networking sites are the future, as young people use them all the time. They 

will be the way we communicate in the future so libraries should embrace them. 

 Our public library blogging project has been very successful in terms of the 

response we have gotten from our patrons, other library staff and other library 

systems throughout the country. It's a lot of fun to write for the blog and a chance 

for us to be creative and fun. It's a great way to reach people who may not want to 

actually visit a library or may live too far away to use this library system. Finally, it's 

a way to redefine our image to the public (web savvy, intelligent, warm and funny 

rather than old, angry, and hostile). 

 I would appreciate finding out how many library services maintain blogs as we have 

had difficulty convincing our corporate authority that this is vital in terms of 

reaching out to audiences. We have explored other options such as Facebook, 

Second Life, etc and received a similar response. [UK respondent]. 

 All social networking sites are blocked by the firewall on ALL council machines in 

this authority (staff PCs as well as public ones) - and that includes some book-based 

ones as well as myspace, facebook, etc.! [UK respondent]. 
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 I think online social networking sites could be very useful for 

libraries if they are properly maintained. I think too often people get 

very keen about the new technology, but forget about the hard work 

needed to promote it and keep it going. 

 I feel that it is important that a blog has a purpose and that libraries shouldn't just 

start one as a gimmick, because "everyone's" blogging. 

 Thanks for the questionnaire - it has really got me thinking about this whole area, 

which I think is an issue of vital importance that public libraries need to embrace 

and engage with! 

 I'm sure people feel strongly that we need to blog and the more evidence we can 

put together the bigger our stick will be to hit our senior managers and local 

authority nay-sayers. 

 Blogs, like anything else, are a tool - a means to an end, not an end in themselves. 

It's what you do with them that counts. 

 

Q38. If you would like to receive further information then please let me have your email 

address. 

70 respondents submitted their email address with a request to see the results of this 

study. There were many encouraging comments regarding this research and a desire to 

know its outcome.  

 

5. Discussion  

 

 New technologies take hold only in the context of accompanying cultural 

 innovation as their latent possibilities are explored [they are] socially 

 defined...and embedded in...institutional practices 

 (Karaganis, 2007: 9) 

 

Bar-Ilan (2007) found that librarians use blogs in novel ways to communicate with their 

patrons but that only a minority of libraries surveyed were blogging as of 2005. This study 

has found that as of September 2009, only 20 examples of UK public libraries’ blogs could 

be identified.  In 2007 Crawford produced a body of work itemising 252 examples of public 

library blogs from 196 public libraries; the vast majority of these were in the USA, some 

were in Canada, a handful were in Australia and New Zealand, 1 was in Ireland and none 
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were in the UK. This work was notably US-centric as that is where Crawford lives and works 

but one might have expected at least one blip on the radar from the UK. In updating this 

study in September 2009, Crawford’s tone seems less enthusiastic on the subject: he found 

that his initial 2007 study had been greeted with “deafening” silence, having sold only 80 

copies of his work (this researcher being one of those 80). According to his criteria for blog 

activity (see Sections 3.3 and 4.3) he found that in his 2007 study 73% of the blogs he found 

were active and robust, in 2009 he found that number had gone down to 47% (118 of the 

original 252). This UK study identified 20 blogs in June to August 2008, by August / 

September 2009 only 13 of these are still active, 6 being inactive and 1 totally defunct, 

returning the dreaded “404 Error” message that denotes a url that is no longer available; 

thus 1 year later 65% of these UK blogs are active and robust.  

 

Drawing on the responses to the survey possible reasons for this can be explored. There is 

certainly a case to be made that initial enthusiasms can dwindle quickly when greeted by 

apathy and ambivalence from fellow staff and management. There is also the possibility 

that blogs begun in haste were ill-conceived and under-utilised, thorough explorations of 

the capabilities and possibilities of the medium not made. It could also be suggested that 

those blogs that retained a single focus were too narrow in outlook, although Bradley 

(2007) suggests that blogs are necessarily relatively narrow in outlook, representing the 

personal voice of one or a few authors only; so this, per se, is not a reason for a blog’s 

inactivity. Where blogs have been started by a member of staff no longer present it can be 

seen from the survey that this has not resulted in the death of the blog, in most cases it was 

found to continue. Certainly a lack of time is perhaps the most commonly found reason for 

blog inactivity as is its lack of promotion. It was interesting to see that only 9 of the 20 blogs 

found in this study could be navigated to from their libraries’ homepages; despite extensive 

searching links could not be found to the remaining 11 blogs. Perhaps links do exist but 

could not be found but it is reasonable to suggest that a researcher with a bias in library 

and information science would be more resourceful and persistent than the average library 

user in finding links. A notable example of this is the blog the manchester lit list. This 

researcher felt that this was a very good example of a well-maintained blog with regular 

postings but a link from the Manchester Libraries homepage to this blog could not be 

found. Searching for “Manchester Libraries” on Technorati immediately returns this blog 

and this researcher located it initially on the “UK library blogs” wiki. Unless this blog is 

promoted locally within the physical libraries it serves this researcher is not sure how it is to 
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be found. It would be interesting to know more about this, especially with regards to 

metrics such as hits and visits.  

 

A common theme found here and also reported by Crawford (2009) is that of the lack of 

comments posted on public library blogs by service users. Crawford asks “What about 

comments – that great promise of community involvement that never did work out?” 

(2009: 2) He concludes that there is less community feedback evident in 2009 than there 

was in 2007. However, Rutherford (2008a) found that some of her study contributors were 

finding that conversations were starting to be held via the blog between librarians and 

public, a first step on the way to what Lankes et al. (2007) proposed as the “library as a 

facilitator of conversation” (2007: 17). The possibility exists that as more people begin to 

hold online conversations, service users may begin to converse with one another directly 

forming what Efimova and Hendrick (2005?) call a “virtual settlement”, their term to 

describe the online communities of bloggers and blog contributors that may never meet in 

any physical space. This feels somewhat high falutin though when considering the low 

levels of participation evidenced by this research. Perhaps many blog readers are simply 

happy to read and do not feel the need to comment? 

 

Rutherford (2008b) found that her study participants felt that social software 

implementation would allow them to truly meet users’ needs and that its participative 

nature would allow libraries to receive ongoing feedback as to how successful they were in 

achieving this. The study also found that social software is not currently being used to its 

fullest effect in public libraries. Taking this into account as well as the drop in blog activity 

reported above, it may be worth considering here Gartner’s Hype Cycle (Gartner, 2008 

cited on TechCrunch, 2008): 
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Figure 15. Gartner's Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies. 

Gartner here describes corporate blogging as just exiting the “trough of disillusionment” in 

July 2008, where inflated expectations collide with reality, and entering into the “slope of 

enlightenment” where technologies start to become meaningfully and sustainably 

implemented. Based on the slowness of reactions that the UK public library is credited with 

by some survey respondents and as explored in Sections 2.4 and 2.4.1, where would library 

organisational blogging be on this hype cycle? This is very much a question posed by this 

study rather than a question answered; is it still approaching the “peak of inflated 

expectations” or is it languishing in the trough? Or has the whole phenomenon just 

bypassed or been ignored by UK public libraries? This peak is captured very well by one 

respondent in this study: 

 

 I would love to know if the problem of virtual vs. actual library service is actually 

 being addressed in any real way. If anything, the work of librarians has increased 

 tenfold with the expectations raised by the Internet and has in no significant way 

 whatsoever been diminished. There might have been a short period when 

 Internet use caused less dependence on professionals, that like the paperless 

 world computers promised did not last or become actuality. Ignoring our actual 

http://www.techcrunch.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/gartner-hype-cycle1.jpg
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 jobs and responsibility to the public to promote online resources is only a gross 

 and injust [sic] matter of convenience that inevitably will cause dire 

 consequences.  

- US survey respondent from a library with a blog 

 

Several survey respondents felt that Library 2.0 and all it entails was a distraction from the 

real business of libraries: books. This is an attitude that can start an argument in any group 

of librarians: what the real business of libraries is. It could be said that some librarians feel 

that the real business of libraries is encapsulated neatly in the blog title of one of the 

librarians voted as a Mover and Shaker by Library Journal (2006): Meredith Farkas’ 

Information Wants to be Free. This issue could be seen as part of the cultural fit debate 

surrounding Library 2.0 use in public libraries: should they be doing it? As seen in Section 1 

the OCLC report of 2007 suggested that the prevailing opinion in the US was that there was 

no role in public libraries for social networking tools, that it was not seen as applicable to 

the services the libraries provide for their patrons. The survey responses gathered for this 

study did seem to fall into both extremes of this debate: that public libraries should 

definitely be engaging with Library 2.0, that they definitely should not, and every shade in 

between. Incidentally, Lankes et al. (2007) argue the case for a renaming of social 

networking to participatory networking to take into account its professional applications 

that go beyond what is perceived as the “merely” social aspects.  

 

Two notable critics of blogging in general are Keen and Gorman. Writing in his 2007 polemic 

Cult of the Amateur, bemoans the fact that amateurism on the Internet is celebrated and 

revered rather than ignored. In his oft-cited provocative piece “Revenge of the blog people” 

Gorman (2005) describes his perception of what a blog is:  

 

 A blog is a species of interactive electronic diary by means of which the 

 unpublishable, untrammelled by editors or the rules of grammar, can 

 communicate their thoughts via the web. 

- M. Gorman 

 

Both of these opinions seem not to countenance the possibility that professional people 

may put finger to keyboard and create a blog of their own; as Farkas (2007) points out: the 
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medium does not dictate the content. Just because something is said in a blog, this does 

not render it invalid.  

 

The democratisation that Keen is uncomfortable with does imply inclusivity that every point 

on the dimension from amateur to professional will be represented somewhere on the 

web. Many of the respondents to this survey felt that their library had something of value 

to be added to the Internet via a blog or any other social networking tool. This researcher 

believes that, in tune with the hype cycle described above, as time goes on, those blogs 

with no perceived value will die a natural death due to neglect, by its readers and its 

author/s. Those that have a perceived value to its readers, no matter how small that 

readership is will endure as long as a similar commitment is shown by the author. Anderson 

has described how minorities can be important and are particularly well-served by the 

Internet (2006); several respondents deemed their blogs a success as they were 

appreciated by a small but loyal group of library patrons.  

 

Many survey respondents said they felt organisational resistance to blogging, from other 

staff and from management, others felt their enthusiasm was met with ambivalence and 

apathy rather than out-and-out hostility. It can be seen from the literature review that 

there is a strength of feeling (e.g. Shih & Allen, 2006) that if librarians fail to keep pace with 

the changing needs of existing and future patrons then they will render themselves 

obsolete and that engaging with new technologies is part of this adaptability. Many 

respondents said they felt that their IT departments were resistant to librarians engaging 

with Library 2.0, a commonly-used phrase referred to the IT department as “gatekeepers” 

in a derogatory sense. Herring et al. (2005) posited blogs as a bridging genre, removing the 

necessity to be so reliant on the IT department to create content and Farkas (2007) has 

recommended blogging as a means of taking control from webmasters for the information 

the library puts out about itself and delivering into the hands of the librarians themselves. 

This attitude tended to prevail in the US respondents. The UK respondents complained 

more about the library as an organisation blocking their online activities. A study carried 

out by a UK Internet company, Huddle, found that many local government employees were 

keen to utilise social software for professional reasons but that their access to such sites 

was blocked by the IT department and the higher levels of management driving policy 

(Huddle, cited on TechCrunch, 2008). One respondent to this survey replied to the initial 

email sent out inviting participation by bemoaning the fact that their access to 
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SurveyMonkey was blocked on work computers. In order to get around this the survey 

questions were cut and pasted into the body of an email which was sent in reply. The 

resulting answers were then entered into the online survey by the researcher. This begs the 

question: if one person emailed with this request because they were motivated to do so, 

how many found themselves blocked but did not get in touch? Huddle suggested that as 

the civil service looks to cut its carbon footprint, maybe engaging in online activities rather 

than physical ones “could cut these unnecessary trips and unhelpful, non a-synchronous 

technologies. If you already “know” what your team in Manchester or Dundee is doing, 

because you watch their passive “news feed”, then who needs another meeting, right?” In 

fact some respondents said they felt they were more in touch with other branches in their 

public library authority because they read their blogs. Within the results of this study and 

also suggested by Bradley (2007) amongst others, blogging can be a useful tool for internal 

purposes as well as public relations activities; the blog Lewisham’s Web 2.0 blog seems to 

mainly be used as a training tool for library staff to learn about Library 2.0. There may well 

be plenty of blogs out there that are not visible to the outside world because they are part 

of an intranet or internal communications website.  

 

Lee and Bates (2008) suggested that demonstrable professional benefits result from 

blogging and this was also found in some of the responses to the survey: people felt up-to-

date with issues in the library and information science world, they felt that reflective 

writing forced them to think more about what they did in their roles and that they could 

prove their worth by simply pointing to the ready-made archive. It was also felt that they 

had access to the rest of the biblioblogosphere for ideas on what to do in their libraries, a 

sharing of ideas was valued.  

 

When it comes to clear objectives and policies on public libraries blogging a broad spectrum 

of responses was found, ranging from clear and formal objectives and policies to a more 

experimental attitude: librarians willing to have a go, bypass official channels and see what 

happens. Perhaps the most common response to this issue was the policy is “in progress”, 

libraries are drafting policies and having discussions in-house on how to proceed. It can be 

seen that many respondents had a clear idea about what they felt their blog was for and 

the classification scheme employed here corresponded to many ideas held by respondents 

as blog purposes. When it comes specifically to a policy regarding online behaviour the UK 
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civil service does have a set of guidelines (see Figure 16). Perhaps these could be very easily 

modified to apply to public libraries? 

 

 

 

Be credible - Be accurate, fair, thorough and transparent. 

Be consistent - Encourage constructive criticism and deliberation. Be cordial, honest and 

professional at all times. 

Be responsive - When you gain insight, share it where appropriate. 

Be integrated - Wherever possible, align online participation with other offline 

communications. 

Be a civil servant - Remember that you are an ambassador for your organisation. Wherever 

possible, disclose your position as a representative of your department or agency. 

Figure 16. Civil service code with respect to social networking. Drawn from Civil Service Beta: Principles for 

participation online (2009?) 

Finally it is worth noting that as this study was being conducted a similar examination of the 

blogging activities of UK academic libraries was underway (Hopwood, 2009). This study 

found 161 blogs in 39 UK Higher Education Institutions. This puts the findings of this study 

into sharp relief, has any explanation for the relatively low uptake of UK public libraries 

been found? This study has explored several potential explanations or factors to consider in 

framing this question: 

 Technological barriers presented by IT departments and wider organisational 

culture 

 Apathy of library staff, lack of engagement 

 A feeling that social networking has no relevance to what a library should be doing 

 Lack of time to devote to content creation 

 Library uses other methods of communication. 

 

Aside from noting negative factors, it must be drawn to attention that in the UK, and 

especially in the USA, there are some excellent public library blogs that are widely 

respected within the profession but more importantly are appreciated by their public. It 

must also be mentioned that many examples of UK public libraries starting to dip their toes 

into the wider Library 2.0 world were found along the way to finding blogs, several are 

starting to appear on Facebook, MySpace and twitter (see Appendix 2). Perhaps UK 
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public libraries are just waiting to see what happens when the Hype Cycle is over, which 

Library 2.0 applications will endure and will remain relevant. Early adopters such as 

Leicestershire Libraries may lead the way in proving the value of blogging to those lagging 

behind? Perhaps there are some visionaries in Leicestershire County Council pushing ahead 

to engage with the public more directly and informally than has been the tradition? (A 

quick glance at the library blogroll reveals a sister blog: that of Leicestershire Museums. 

Perhaps a study of the uptake of Museum 2.0 is warranted?) The latest arrival on the scene, 

that of Edinburgh City Libraries, could be taken as a positive sign that steadily the UK will 

explore the means of connecting with their patrons afforded by Library 2.0 applications.  

 

Since this study was conducted there has been a move to define “Library 2.0”, an attempt 

to pin it down and describe it precisely. Maness (2006) posited his own definition and 

theory that has since been widely accepted but Anderson (2007) called for something less 

subjective and more rigorous than the views of one researcher, he felt that a systematic 

approach to capturing what “Library 2.0” means was called for. In part this has begun to be 

answered by Holmberg et al. (2009) who used co-word analysis to draw out what surveyed 

librarians felt were the key factors that defined the term. They built a model of Library 2.0 

consisting of 7 building blocks of the phenomenon: interactivity, users, participation, 

libraries and library services, web and web 2.0, social aspects and technology and tools. 

In practise this researcher feels that what Library 2.0 means will continue to change and 

evolve as it becomes more accepted as an approach for public libraries; this will be driven 

by librarians, libraries and perhaps more importantly: library users.  

 

In taking blogs as a microcosm of the wider Library 2.0 milieu this study has identified 

several emerging trends that may warrant further study; perhaps in some small way this 

study can inform the debate on whether or not publicly-funded institutions should be 

engaging in Library 2.0 and in what way. 

 

“Blogs, like anything else, are a tool - a means to an end, not an end in themselves. It's 

what you do with them that counts.” 

- Survey respondent 

 

Word count: 18 783 
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